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Abstract— The proposed system increased the performance 

of an existing ABS system in automation field. In the 

automotive field, Vehicles plays very important role while 

ABS in that one of the safety critical parameter. In this 

project emphasis on ABS safety parameters as well as 

general parameters of car which indirectly affects the system.  

Fault Estimation and Fault Tolerance Control mechanism for 

ABS system is used for detection and controlling of multiple 

faults having hard real time based faults and normal faults. 

ABS system prevents locking up of wheels when applied the 

brakes. The ABS helps to maintain steering control for driver 

under sudden and fast braking and in some situations, to 

minimize the braking distances. In project Anti-lock braking 

system (ABS) is particularly taking real time inputs from 

system. The proposed system provides intelligent approach 

for fault estimation and fault tolerance control in the 

automation field. Fault estimation is an interesting and 

powerful technique, which may accomplish number of tasks 

within a step such as Fault identification, detection & 

isolation. Fault tolerance is the property that allows a system 

to continue work efficiently and properly even system comes 

in faults phase. So some parameter will be estimated such as 

Speed Fault, Breaking fault (when brakes are applied), Fuel 

Reading fault and Engine Temperature fault. By considering 

above estimated parameter, this project built a reliable Fault 

Tolerant System for Safety Critical Application. These Faults 

parameter can be estimated by incorporating newly BIST as 

an inbuilt in the ABS and design of such inbuilt BIST itself 

provide provision for testing. The advantage of this project is 

to maximize the limit of the fault tolerance in the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As seen in automation field, ABS reduced the risk of 

accident or vehicle crashes by 18%. ABS also decreased the 

risk of run off on different slippery and dry road surfaces 

crashed by 35%.Also significantly reduce the chances of 

skidding the vehicle and loss of control over the vehicle on 

different surfaces. All this aspects in considering driving 

input significantly improve the safety and controlling for 

driver in most slippery on-road conditions. In Functional 

property of ABS, unconditional skidding avoided as well as 

improving the controlling of vehicle. Mostly on Slippery 

Surfaces and dry surfaces, anti-lock braking system in 

vehicles decreasing stopping distances. By considering all 

real time parameter of ABS with considering all its 

advantages aspects faults estimation and fault tolerance 

mechanism makes system more reliable towards automation 

field. In Industry, ABS in car used speed sensors, valves, 

Pump and controller in their system. So By Considering 

working of each part of real ABS, Our system replace the 

components with motors for respective wheels, Micro-

controller, PWM technique and Inbuilt BIST mechanism 

help the system to acquired the fault estimation and fault 

tolerance control mechanism.  

Paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 

related work on different techniques used for fault 

estimation and fault tolerance control system. Section III & 

IV presents proposed plan and working of system module 

for different phase of cycle. Methods that are implemented 

explain in Section V and in Section VI gives steps of fault 

injection into the ABS system which needs to tolerate 

automatically as per safety criticality. Section VII presents 

experimental results showing results of fault estimation and 

fault tolerance control mechanism with tested cases of 

individual keys. Section VIII gives comparison with and 

without BIST. Finally, Section IX presents conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In September 2013, Author Fabrizio Caccavale, Senior 

Member, IEEE has proposed approach in paper [1] on fault 

diagnosis technique applied to safety critical part of robotic 

manipulators which includes sensors of different type & 

actuators. The technique with decision making system 

carried out fault detection and isolation for measurements of 

sensor combined of estimates computed by two observers of 

isolation. In given system for fault detection of joint sensors, 

actuators as well as healthy measurements possible through 

different steps of it includes detection, isolation and 

identification. For industrials setup of robots, mechanism is 

tested for completion of approach. Author Xuewu Dai and 

Zhiwei Gao, Senior Member IEEE [2] in his paper emphasis 

on proper data processing of complex system without any 

error and fault which was clear by fault detection and 

diagnosis on the basis of information redundancy. In this 

process modeling, signal processing and intelligence 

computation plays important role in fault detection and 

diagnosis. As per application point of view FDD methods 

categorized as model-based online data driven methods, 

signal based methods and knowledge model-based. All the 

respective methods helpful in industrial automation for 

hybrid FDD and emerging networked FDD to reveal future 

development. In [3] mode tracking and Diagnosis of Hybrid 

Systems and integrated approach provides effective trace the 

mode of system and also decide whether this mode of 

system which trace is faulty or normal. For this operation 

,author integrate data from hybrid bond graph model and 

discrete event systems into diagnosis method of faults. The 

events which was carried out and extra feature of detection 

makes the suitable system to work on both mode for mode 

change detection and isolation as well as discrete states and 

faults traced of system. 

For real time implementation of fault–tolerant 

control systems, two online schemes with performance 

optimization for an integrated design of system are proposed 

[4]. The application to Tennessee Eastman benchmark 

shows the performance and effectiveness of proposed 
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approach for real time implementation for controlling fault 

tolerant systems. To achieve the given appropriate model, an 

adaptive residual generator for the online detection of 

multiple faults relevant vectors and iterative optimization 

method carried out. A novel approach in industry using 

intelligent anti lock braking system  which was sensorless 

for brushless in-wheel electric vehicles shows which works 

both theoretically and experimentally. This new type of 

technique omits installation of wheel speed sensor for 

individual wheel and provides advantageous in terms of 

performance, achieved better accuracy, robustness and 

reliability. The brushless dc motor back electromotive force 

(BLDC) gives output identical to conventional ABS wheel 

speed sensor with improvements of reduce costs of 

manufacturing and maintenance of vehicle. In future, this 

way of operation for anti lock braking system gives approval 

towards sensorless mechanism for brushless in-wheel 

electric vehicles [5]. 

S.NO Controller Stopping Time Stopping Distance 

1 PI 3.43 52.9 

2 PID 3.32 51.8 

3 PD 3.53 54.6 

4 P 3.69 56.4 

5 Open loop 5.43 82.6 

Table 1: Comparison Of Controller In Terms Of Stopping 

Time & Distance [11][12][13] 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In automobiles industry, though anti-lock braking system 

has already been implemented in high trends car and braking 

oriented machinery, still the technology is on way as a 

cutting edge. In sophisticated cars found that anti-lock 

braking system plays important role in safety point of view. 

while in current ABS  consists of wheel speed sensors, 

Electronic controller unit, hydraulic modulator unit and 

braking device, out of its all components electronics 

controller unit where real ABS is implemented. The ECU 

receives, filters and amplify the different type of inputs from 

users for controlling and processing the operation which 

assists the vehicle user to prevent from lock up wheel. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Schematic Diagram of System. 

In proposed system focus on electronic control unit 

which emphasis on speed and braking related operation. The 

design of Embedded system consists of operation of vehicle 

which is control by test control unit. In test control unit 

simultaneous operation carried out like indication of 

particular fault detection, fault tolerance system 

implementation, test cases of respective keys of operation, 

relational status of speed and stopping distance with respect 

to time for with and without fault tolerance mechanism and  

status of each phase of vehicle regarding brake, speed, 

temperature and petrol. In proposed operation of embedded 

system and test control unit, for introduce the faults in the 

system simulink/operational code in PC plays important role 

in fault estimation and fault tolerance control mechanism. 

IV. WORKING 

In this System, BIST is used for detection and controlling of 

faults which occur in the system. MATLAB is used for 

inbuilt BIST setup which will be used as a control unit for 

processing purpose. If faults are detected by BIST then its 

next operation is to tolerate that fault automatically and 

allow the system to work in normal operation. Fault 

estimation and fault tolerance control in automotive system 

is rectified through test cases of each key with respect to 

faults and test pattern generator with report of pass/fail. In 

the world of Automation, ABS in Vehicles go for 

maintaining  tractive contact with different surfaces on the 

basis of driver input while applying braking. ABS prevents 

the locking up of wheels when applied the Brake. We will 

use a technique called PWM (pulse width modulation) 

Based DC Motor Speed Control using Microcontroller 

Circuit. Microcontroller based system provides easy way to 

control the speed of DC motor and PWM for DC motor give 

advantage in terms of power saving. The processing and 

controlling operation carried out by Matlab and Atmel 

visual studio software. We are using the following 

components in hardware  

 AVR ATMega 16 Controller 

 LM35 Sensor for Temperature 

 PWM based sensor for Speed Measurement and 

Control 

 Potentiometer for indication of Petrol level 

 16*2 LCD Display 

 

 
Fig.4.1. Hardware module of System 
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In Abs model, as shown in Fig 4.1, first four keys 

represent the normal operation of ABS and next four keys 

for introducing faults in the model. In Normal operation of 

ABS, first key is used for increasing speed of model and 

second key is used to stop the vehicle. Third key is used for 

showing accurate temperature of engine which is measured 

with the help of temperature sensor. Fourth key is used for 

showing correct petrol level of model by using 

potentiometer in the system. All information is displayed on 

LCD of Model.  For introducing faults in the system using 

keys which works individual for each faults. One of the key 

from set of faults key is used to reduce the speed of system 

and other key is used to introduce full speed of faults in the 

system. Next keys in the set are used to differentiate 

between petrol level and change in temperature of Engine 

which represents faults in system. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

In proposed system operation of system is elaborate from 

there working with and without BIST. This will have to help 

the system in normal states and faulty state for system. The 

system deals with how faults introduce in the system and 

recover it automatically on the basis of inbuilt BIST for 

system. System shows its correctness through multiple test 

cases for each keys with their different states like in range of 

high, medium and low. Even system having ability to 

display expected and actual values of multiple faults which 

occurred in the system. The corresponding graphs of speed 

and stopping distances with respect to time gives proportion 

level for with and without BIST of the sys 

 
Fig. 5.1: PROTOTYPE 

VI. STEP OF FAULTS INTRODUCED 

The system having mechanism of fault estimation and fault 

tolerance control for multiple real time faults occurred in the 

system. To perform this operation, the system having both 

mode of operation like normal and faulty mode. The faulty 

mode in system gives preference to introduce multiple real 

time faults in the system. The comparison made in between 

normal and faulty system helpful to get aware about its 

features of fault estimation and tolerance mechanism. In 

faulty mode, multiple faults seen which preferred the system 

to come forward for its functional description. In normal 

mode shows the operation as start-up vehicle normally with 

gradually increasing speed, showing correct values of 

engine temperature and petrol level indicator too. Also apply 

the brake to stop vehicles. So considering all normal mode 

of operation of system, fault introduce in each mode of 

operation makes system faulty. In multiple faults system 

.first faults is speed reduce faults which introduce in the 

system  by pressing key 5 as shown in Fig.2. These faults 

reduce the speed by 10 km/hr in terms of normal actual 

speed. The next fault is full speed faults which generally 

occurred in system. These faults suddenly increased the 

speed of vehicle and reached it upto 255 km/hr. Key 6 of 

system is introduced full speed fault. As considering other 

parameter of system like petrol level and temperature range, 

fault in temperature occurred in the system by +2 in terms of 

actual value of temperature sensor and petrol level fault 

occurred in system as per actual normal value of petrol level 

which come from potentiometer .The change in petrol level 

by +2 if the reading is in between 0 to 8. But if petrol level 

already above 8, it will reduce it by -2 which represent 

sudden change in petrol level and gives indication of faults. 

The petrol level faults introduced by key 7 and temperature 

range faults by key 8. These multiple faults introduced in 

system through control unit which set up in PC for user 

interaction. All required data to make system faulty is 

passed through control unit and after confirming by pressing 

button of send this data to vehicles then and only then it 

passed to the vehicles and required action carried out. After 

completion of this process, system ready for re-read the next 

data as step shown in fig.6.1 

 

 
Fig. 6.1: Fault injection 

VII. RESULTS 

The fault estimation and fault tolerance control mechanism 

of discrete time dynamic anti lock braking system is  carried 
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out in  test control unit. This test contol unit operation is 

seen in matlab GUI window. This unit gives the fault 

tolerance control mechanism as seen in window. The 

windows shows that the actual values and fault values of 

temperature(T),speed(S) and petrol level(F). 

 
Fig. 7.1: Simulation Window 

[1]In first window temperature read fault detected 

and its fault tolerance control mechanism is carried out by 

inbuilt BIST which applied on faulty values  and recorrect  it 

to actual values  as per input from temperature sensor. It 

also shows the staus of speed, fuel and temperature in terms 

of low, medium and high which helps for system. Same as 

second window describes the fault estimation mechanism by 

giving message of  speed reduce fault detection .The fault 

tolerance control mechanism  for speed reduce fault is done 

by observing the faulty and actual value of speed of vehicle 

(s). As per the status on speed, fuel and temperature of both 

window shows that report of low and high which necesary  

to check again for safety perpose. 

 
Fig. 7.2: Test cases Check Simulation Window 

The test cases of respective keys also verified 

through this fault estimation and fault tolerance control 

mechanism. For each respective keys of operation, its status 

of pass/fail is generated in terms of report of each key which 

was helpful for provider of Anti lock braking system. The 

real time test cases log seen in second window and by using 

features of save log, we can save the report of particular 

operation in file as shown in fig.8. 

 
Fig. 7.3: Test Case Log Window 

VIII. COMPARISON IN TERM OF WITH AND WITHOUT BIST 

The proposed technique improved the performance of pre-

existing mechanism of anti lock braking system is seen 

through this comparison analysis in terms of with and 

without BIST. The graph of speed and stopping distance of 

vehicle with respect to time for with and without BIST gives 

clear focus towards these proposed mechanism is 

advantageous to reduce stopping distances and improved 

accuracy and reliability of system. The system also 

emphasis on improving efficiency and steriability and also 

on  fault estimation and tolerance control mechanism. From 

the graph it seen how with BIST mechanism is helpful for 

existing system in comparison to without BIST. 

 
Fig. 8.1: Comparison of with and without BIST 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

An intelligent approach for fault estimation and fault 

tolerance control in automotive systems improves the 

performance and maintenance service of   Anti lock braking 

system. The technique which implemented for existing 

system give accuracy in term of fault tolerance and extend 

the positive response for limit of fault tolerance in the 

system. The proposed approach characterized the multiple 

faults which makes system safety critical. The fault 

estimation and fault tolerance technique worked for system 

in both normal and faulty mode. The system deals with 

introduced the multiple faults and recover it automatically 

using inbuilt BIST technique. The features in terms of 
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detection of multiple faults, showing the status of system, 

report of different keys test cases and comparison analysis 

of with and without BIST allow the system to applicable 

more in high trend car and other industry as per 

requirements. 
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